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SHORT SHELDRAKE ON SHAKESPEARE 

King’s Man 
 

Hello and welcome to the second of two Short Sheldrake on Shakespeare 

episodes that try to get at the relationship between Shakespeare and his sovereign. A 

fortnight ago, I spoke about how Elizabeth I influenced the literary culture of the 

1590s and how her heritage made heritage itself, the history of England’s monarchs, 

an irresistibly fecund region for Shakespeare’s dramatic imagination. 

This week, I want to consider his relationship with James I of England and VI 

of Scotland, who found himself on the throne in 1603 with a great deal less 

bloodshed, feuding and general fuss than anyone had expected. Did he influence 

Shakespeare’s writing? If so, how? 

 

I started with genre last time, and it’s as good a category to start with as any. 

What is the genre of the first decade of the 1600s? Heroic tragedy. It’s funny, isn’t it, 

that Shakespeare starts putting individual men at the centre of his plays, and that some 

of them are kings, others soldiers, all leaders of men in one way or another? Funnier 

still that he turns to tragedy, a genre based on the clash of a single man with an 

indomitable will against the circumstances of the world. This against the backdrop of 

King James, who we know from his writings and decrees was a vociferous advocate 

of the Divine Right of Kings, the idea that God himself had selected and anointed the 

current sovereign expressly for that purpose and that treason was one of the highest 

spiritual, as well as earthly, crimes. Heroic tragedy then can be seen as an answer to 

that political point of reference. 

I’m going to make some of these comparisons sound terribly easy, but I do 

believe it is true to say that the following plays bear witness to aspects of James’ reign 

being well and truly on Shakespeare’s radar. 

In Othello we have a soldier whose fatal error is listening to his closest advisor 

too closely. James’ court was awash with flatterers, some of whom he raised to high 

and lucrative office as his ‘favourites’. It’s not that Elizabeth didn’t have her fair 

share of cronies. It’s just that she didn’t listen to them as trustingly as James seems to 
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have done. Is Othello’s fate a warning to be wary of those pouring sweetness into the 

royal ear? 

In King Lear, which we know to have been performed in front of James at 

Court, Shakespeare rather provocatively holds the mirror up to nature. A king of 

Britain wrestles with the singular problems of running a country made up of several 

constituent parts. And this at a time when land, as a nation, as a matter of property, as 

a matter of common ownership, was high on the political agenda. When Lear goes out 

on the heath, he is on land owned by no-one, owned by everyone. Such spaces were 

disappearing from Britain’s landscape, being privatised, as it were. Do we believe this 

setting to have been accidental? 

In Macbeth, a Scottish king is murdered and the consequences of that treason 

are picked over in minute detail and shown to be as heavy as the deed itself. In the 

year or two before the play was written, James had narrowly survived an attempt by 

Guy Fawkes and his associates to delete the executive, legislative and judicial 

personnel of the land in one fell swoop; the Gunpowder Plot. Would this play have 

looked like an almost unhealthy interest in the aftermath of revolution? 

Witchcraft stalks the perimeter of that play like a phantom, constantly dipping 

in and out of the light. What the environment is to the current Prince of Wales, 

witchcraft was to James I. Whilst he was still King of Scotland, he wrote and 

published a book called Daemonologie. This work of scholarship took the notion of 

witches, witch-hunts and witch-trials entirely seriously. In this context, the literary 

questions of where the motives in Macbeth come from, whether motives without 

some sort of permission would come to something and whether the witches actually 

predict anything at all become rather more politically sensitive. 

Antony and Cleopatra, a 1608 play, has three principal characters. Octavius 

Caesar, Julius’ heir, is an advocate of work, labour, grand undertakings, empire-

building. Cleopatra is the opposite, an advocate of the pleasure principal, leisure, 

playfulness, art for art’s sake. Mark Antony is caught in the middle but finally comes 

down on the side of Cleopatra, and though they lose the war, you get the feeling 

they’ve won the play. The historical figure Octavius Caesar went on to become the 

Emperor Augustus, a majestic patron of the arts under whom some of the grandest 

works of Latin literature were composed. Odd then, that Shakespeare, a Renaissance 

scholar as much as the next man, should paint Octavius/Augustus in anything other 

than a glorious light. Especially odd given that James I consciously modelled his 
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attitudes towards culture on Augustus’ example. The question we have to ask 

ourselves is whether these events were a coincidence? I think the answer is probably 

no, don’t you? 

So, whilst there are other reasons for all the changes I have mentioned above, I 

hope that this pair of podcasts has at least put ‘monarchical criticism’, to coin a 

phrase, on the map for you. 

In a week’s time I’ll be turning my attention to Love’s Labour’s Lost. I hope 

you can join me. Until then, farewell. 


